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Australian Alison Carroll is the founder and former 
Director of the Asialink Arts Program, Australia’s primary 
initiative for arts exchange between Asia and Australia 
that has resulted in almost eighty exhibitions since its 
inception in 1990. As an academic, writer, critic, curator, 
and arts administrator, her decades of experience with 
Asian art motivated her new book, The Revolutionary 
Century: Art in Asia 1900-2000 (Macmillan, 2010). This 
vast undertaking, presented in a single generously 
illustrated volume, considers the full range of twentieth-
century Asian art produced in nineteen countries 
from Pakistan to Japan in the geopolitical groupings of 
North, Southeast, and South Asia. The core chapters are 
bookended by more theoretical considerations of what 
Asian art means in the twentieth century, and the role 
of diaspora artists in that narrative as well. Executive 
Editor Kristina Kleutghen interviewed Alison Carroll 
about Revolutionary Century, and her aim of increasing 
global dialogue on twentieth-century Asian art outside 
the national stories favored by art history and criticism.

Modern Art Asia: How did this project come about? What inspired you to take on such a vast 
subject?

Alison Carroll: I’ve always been interested in where cultures seem to clash, collide or, more benignly, 
meet and what comes from this – you can not help but be aware, living in Australia, of the history of 
Europeans taking over everything here from the Aboriginal people so thoughtlessly (to us today) and 
so quickly.  But it has happened, of course, throughout the history of human beings. 

I was trained as an art historian focused on Renaissance Italy, then worked in an art museum with a 
focus on Australian art, though I had lived in Japan for nearly a year in my early 20s, and travelled, 
as Australians do, throughout Asia on vacation. However, Asian art was not on the agenda in the 
Australia of my youth. My own ‘awakening’ came from visiting the ‘cultural triangle’ in Sri Lanka in 
1981, and thinking that, despite six years of art history training, I had never even heard the names of 
these fabulous cultural sites. That seemed truly appalling. What was known was Chinese ceramics, 
Indonesian batik, Japanese woodcuts – the obvious and available parts of Asian culture. And what 
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 wasn’t known at all was what happened when those traditional modes met with outside forces, in 
this case forces from the West over the last 400 years. In 1985 I curated a show [East and West: The 
Meeting of Asian and European Art] at the Art Gallery of South Australia on works in the collection 
that showed this interaction. In turn, that showed me the paucity of available information on this 
history. So, it’s been in the back of my mind that this needed to be redressed and I waited for a book 
to come out. 

More than ten years ago, John Clark published Modern Asian Art [University of Hawai’i Press, 1998] 
that addressed many issues of the period, but I thought what wasn’t there was an accessible structure 
across the region – from Pakistan to Japan – that would enable the reader to establish some basis 
on which to then test more detailed knowledge or ideas or issues. I finally thought I should do it, 
and give as wide a range as possible. I thought that after more than thirty years working in art in 
Asia, travelling everywhere really, speaking to so many artists, seeing so many collections, and with 
my keenness to have the information accessible to a general audience, that perhaps it was within 
my power. The fact I am Australian helps I think: I am outside the politics of individual countries, but 
geographically close. I knew the project was vast, but so are histories of ‘Western art’ and people 
tackle those.

MAA: What is the intended audience of Revolutionary Century? How and by whom would you like 
the book to be used?

AC: I hope it is read by the interested general public: people who know they don’t know and want 
some starter point, some way to see the relationship of an area they might know – like Thai art – to 
the wider whole. And also by students in schools and universities, especially for those who feel the 
need for an overview that might help them gain more understanding in other fields like politics or 
history. 

I hope Revolutionary Century is read by people both in the West and in Asia. Many people in Asia just 
know their own national history, rather than the wider art history of the region. A strong response 
I have had is to the images: people have never seen these works before and say as much. In this 
day of such great communication (and how many books on Picasso?), I’m pleased a broad range of 
unknown images are now offered like this.

MAA: During the chapter covering 1900-1940, Japan features very heavily in your treatment of 
“North Asia” and receives much more consideration than any other nation in the region – including 
China, despite the wealth of art produced there at the time and the intense debates over how to 
define a nation’s art in light of new influences from both Asia and the West. Although this is only 
one example, it raises the question of how you came to choose representative works and artists. 
How did you work to balance a sensitive discussion of specific works and movements within such 
a large geographic area undergoing major social, political, and cultural changes? 

AC: I took really ten years to write the book, sifting my ideas of how much weight here and there 
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all the time. I added quite a bit on China over the time as more information on what had happened 
there became available. It is an ongoing process. I am interested in the period in India during the 
Second World War and Partition and how little art seems to have been made that reflected that 
period – is it because it is not known and will come to light in the future, or not? It is part of the 
excitement of the period that such questions, even after only sixty years, can be asked. 

As for Japan: while there are changes of emphasis in the story of this period in Japanese history, the 
main issues have been quite clear for many years, as well as accessible (though again, the art made 
during the War is now more available than it was ten years ago). And those main issues in Japan are 
really important – and wonderful. I chose to focus on Japan in the early years of the century because 
it is a dynamic period, and also of course the period after the War, with the Gutai group et al. Having 
said all that, I did go through at one stage and count how many reproductions were in from various 
parts of Asia and re-assess some areas ‘up’ and others ‘down’. 

If there were a criticism I would expect from Asia, it is that I don’t include many abstract works. I just 
don’t think they are as interesting as the figurative, though many were and are made, and by artists 
regarded in their countries as very important. I accept this is my opinion, and one that would cause 
dissent in many places, but I am happy to argue it.  Of course many choices throughout the text and 
reproductions are also made because I think the area is - or isn’t - important.

MAA: In addition to the ethnically Asian artists you discuss, you also include a number of ethnically 
Western artists practicing in Asia, such as Walter Spies (1895-1942) in Bali during the 1930s. Why 
should these artists be considered within twentieth-century Asian art, especially if they belonged 
to the governing nation during colonial rule? Should we think of Asian diaspora artists who have 
left either their country or the region and now practice elsewhere as belonging to their adopted 
nation or ethno-cultural nation? 

AC: I think this is a very interesting question. The writer William Dalrymple (b. 1965) has been 
criticized in India recently for running the Jaipur Literature Festival as an Englishman and not an 
Indian. He responded that this was racism. Walter Spies isn’t included in books about Indonesian art 
by Indonesians because he is of German background (though he was included in an “Indonesian” 
exhibition recently in Singapore). He should be included: there is sensitivity to including many artists of 
European background who live and work in the region today in exhibitions from their place of abode. 
The Queensland Art Gallery’s Asia Pacific Triennial addressed this in 1999 and included ‘diaspora’ 
artists of all sorts of backgrounds, recognizing that artists are indeed nomadic, and included artists of 
Asian background living in Europe. I don’t see the difference between Walter Spies and Anish Kapoor 
in a British show: both chose new homelands, both respond to the new culture and offer insights of 
great thought and interest into it. 

This extends into the political sensitivities of changing borders in Asia too: the political splits between 
Malaysia and Singapore and India and Pakistan for example have meant that artists who lived in the 
old Straits Settlements or greater India in the past are now excluded from the history of the places to 
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which they thought they belonged. An example is AR Chughtai from Lahore, who should be included 
in the story of Indian art but isn’t because of the sensitivity of the relationship with current day 
Pakistan.

MAA: For all the breadth of Asian art covered in Revolutionary Century, your book continues the 
trend in art history that focuses largely on the region’s major political players: China, Japan and 
India. Yet the art produced in places that have featured prominently in global politics over the last 
few decades, such as Vietnam, Burma/Myanmar, and Taiwan, has received very little study. Why 
do you think we still spend less thought and scholarship on Asian art produced outside Asia’s “big 
three”? 

AC: I have had the comment that the Philippines gets a lot of attention: in other words, more than 
the commentator thought ‘normal.’ It does get a lot of attention because I think the art made there 
has been very visually powerful and meaningful to the story of that place and the energy and pace 
of its creation has kept going throughout the century. If I had a concern about the lesser coverage of 
one particular part it is Thailand, especially in comparison with the Philippines and Indonesia, which 
are similar countries in their ‘place’ in the world. I worried about this, but I think the work produced 
in Thailand is just not as strong as in those other two places. I’ve put forward the argument that 
this is because there was neither a revolution against colonial power in Thailand (they had smart 
kings who avoided this), nor a major revolution against a dictatorship, as happened with Marcos and 
Suharto. Art and politics have been very intertwined in the region and there just wasn’t this pressure 
cooker stimulating the art of Thailand: good for the Thais, not so good for Thai art. In Burma, it went 
too far the other way: their history over the century has been so difficult that the production of ‘art’ 
became almost impossible. 

In terms of the ‘big three,’ it is interesting to see the boom of books on China now that China is 
looming larger in people’s minds, and also more on India as well. Ten years ago there was almost 
nothing. But there is a much reduced focus on Japan with fewer publications for example (check your 
local bookstore and see the numbers of new books available from each place) which would confirm 
Japanese concerns about the changes of balance currently in the region. Art and politics again.
 
MAA: Revolutionary Century focuses predominantly on painting, typically considered a fine art 
in the Western practice of art history, but you also make a distinction between “art” and “craft” 
production in Asia. And yet, as you say, there is little local debate about this tension in Asia. Are we 
over-applying traditional Western art historical values to the study of modern and contemporary 
Asian art? What about modern sculpture, textile arts, papercrafts, and so on in twentieth-century 
Asia?

AC: I am very conscious that I have focused on what might be seen as the ‘high art’ of painting. I have 
thought it the most interesting of the “high arts,” certainly compared with sculpture and papercrafts, 
though some of those are included, as are installations that took hold everywhere towards the end 
of the century. There is another book somewhere on other areas of endeavor outside of painting; 
this one is long enough as it is.
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MAA: Asian contemporary art is making steady inroads into the public awareness of non-
Western contemporary art, but it remains on the outskirts. How do you think we should consider 
the contemporary Asian art you discuss: as global contemporary art, or as a regional or even 
national contemporary art? Can Asian contemporary art be understood within an idea of “global 
contemporary art”? Or must contemporary art produced by Asian artists remain geographically 
qualified?

It must be global first, and whatever else comes after that. In Asia, contemporary art of Asia or 
anywhere is contemporary art. One starts first with the work, then one goes back into whatever part 
of it is culturally specific. The layers of the onion are peeled back – as far into it as is wanted. 

Your question, though, begs a different response: if by ‘public awareness’ you mean a ‘Western public 
awareness,’ then I think times are a-changing in a way beyond the current awareness of people in 
Europe and America. As Europe holds shows like Manifesta and includes a variety of artists from 
outside to respond to the idea of ‘Europe,’ so art events in Asia focus on Asia, though with interest 
about the response to those outside.

It would be interesting to do a general audit of what is happening in each place. Looking at the 
current schedule of the internationally-minded Mori Art Museum in Tokyo, there is a French group 
show, and four solo shows (by one Japanese, two Chinese and a Korean), and a historic Japanese 
architecture show. In the UK currently there is a major show of Nam June Paik in Liverpool and Ai 
Weiwei in London, both at the internationally-minded Tate Museums.

The Singapore Biennale is about to happen [March 13-15 2011], and I have been asked numerous 
times if I am going to the opening. This same question will be being asked in Japan, China, Korea, 
Indonesia, and Taiwan. I don’t think this question will be there in Europe or America, but perhaps I 
am wrong. Will the Singaporeans care about the presence or absence of Europeans and Americans? I 
really don’t think so. They’d like people from Europe and America to come, but their real engagement 
is with the region – which already constitutes half of the world. 

The world is changing and becoming more complex in its cultural centres and foci, which is a shock 
to many who have thought the centre of cultural power was only in one place. This is a roundabout 
way – an Asian way! - to answer your question about Asian art in Europe, as my book is a roundabout 
way to talk about the complexities of twentieth-century art in Asia. It goes both ways: we need to 
understand each side better, to understand different but equal positions, and enjoy the fruits of the 
resulting collision.


